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Abstract—According to the popularity of variant video streaming applications over the Internet, video quality
assessment is essential for video solutions and network operators in order to evaluate video stream quality and
measure the end-user Quality of Experience. Packet loss affects both the decoder performance and the user’s
perception of video quality due to several network issues. The main goal of this paper is to estimate the perceived
video quality at the receiver’s side by passive measurement in the network and also evaluate how errors propagate
through temporal prediction. Our proposed method is based on the network level parameters by considering the
video codec and frame information. Our experimental analysis shows the accuracy and efficiency of the proposed
method.
Video Quality Estimation; Passive Traffic Measurement; Packet Lost Evaluation;

I.

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, Video streaming applications are
growing fast and significant part of the Internet traffic
are dedicated to various video services. Therefore, it is
essential for service providers to give undivided
attention to the traffic management and quality
assurance and find efficient approaches to improve
their measurement techniques and reduce their
processing overheads. Packet loss is a common
phenomenon in IP networks. Since video streams are
very sensitive to network packet loss due to the
interdependency of video packets, it is important to
measure and estimate the effect of packet loss on
quality of video streams, for example to provision
service quality of experience and users’ satisfaction by
the network operators. Moreover, the estimation is
useful to measure the relationship between the
network Quality of Service (QoS) and user Quality of
Experience (QoE), which might be complex.
Video quality measurement is a classic subject in
which numerous researches have been undertaken

during the recent years to devise more advanced
methods to satisfy the essential requirements. In
general, the methods of video quality measurement are
divided into two major category; Subjective and
Objective. The former category relies on the human
perception and it based on the real time statistical
information gathered from end-users’ feedbacks.
Although objective methods produce accurate results,
they are usually time consuming, costly and require
huge human resources for the data collection and
estimation. Due to these problems the latter category
was introduced to propose some methods based on
statistical and mathematical models to process the data
and infer the results. Although each method`s category
has own peculiarity, the objective methods are more
popular and useful than subjective ones. For example,
ITU-T p.800 was introduced as a quality assessment
standard for subjective methods in 1996[12] and wellknown methods such as PSNR, SSIM and PEVQ are
introduced as objective methods. In Addition,
Objective methods are divided into three sub
categories: Full-Reference, Reduced-Reference and
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No-Reference - which have different accessibility to
the original video. Full-Reference methods consist of
methods with access to the original video and are
usually suitable for laboratory experiments. In
contrast, No-Reference methods are independent of
original video and are the most applicable methods for
real networks. Reduced-Reference methods are
obviously between these two groups and they have
partially access to the original video information. In
other word, at the processing point some information
about the original video are accessible to ReducedReference`s methods.
To measure the packet lost effect, the authors in [1]
have proposed a model to calculate the degradation
and error propagation effect on video quality while
taking temporal prediction into account. They work on
typical Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB) IPTV
traffic in the network which is available at the
transport level without any needs to decode the
streams. The rewrapper used for preprocessing,
simplifies the network processing and its reorders, and
also encapsulates TS video to RTP packets. This study
proposed the packet loss effect prediction (PLEP)
model based on RTP deep packet inspection, which
measures the fraction of every affected frames by
artifacts resulted from packet losses. They first
calculate the degradation value then estimate the error
propagation. The work in [3] provides an overview of
the most relevant challenges to perform Quality of
Experience (QoE) assessment in IP networks, and
highlights the particular considerations needed during
comparison with the alternative mechanisms already
deployed. In this paper, the authors covered different
available approaches for the QoE evaluation of the
delivered multimedia. In addition, they described the
most useful techniques and metrics as well as the
challenges in designing of an IPTV QoE assessment
platform. The authors in [2] have studied the packet
loss effect and visibility according to the generalized
linear model which uses some video and bit-stream
features. They model the probability of the visibility
which is the type of the logistic regression and an
extension of the classical linear model. Reibmanand
et al. in [4] study the effect of packet loss by using a
model to estimate the effect in terms of Mean Square
Error. They specifically addressed MPEG-2 videos
and find a quite significant correlation between MSE
and relatively a high packet loss value.
In this paper, we estimate packet loss effect on
video streams by passive measurement which is
categorized as a subjective method. We consider the
packets’ contents based on the frames types and
temporal estimation in each Group of Pictures (GOP).
Since different frames types in a compressed video
(i.e. I, P and B) have different impacts on the quality
of the perceived video at the receivers, we propose a
method to measure error propagation and estimate
frame type destruction effect that will be used for
packet loss impact analysis. Although the proposed
method considers more parameters, it has a low
processing overhead (it is completely based on the
network level information) while providing suitable
accuracy. Moreover, it is completely passive and,
therefore, does not induce any extra traffic into the
network and also is a fully No-Reference method.

Hence, it is suitable to be used at any place inside the
network and thus it can be a valuable method for
network providers and also for video service providers
to evaluate their quality assurance level.
The remaining of this paper has been organized as
following: section II will describe our adopted
assumptions. A new metric has been introduced in
section III, which explains the main idea and formula
that contains the mathematical and analytical method
to achieve the result. The section IV provides the
experimental results and their analysis. Finally, we
conclude the paper in the last section.
II.

ASSUMPTIONS

The analysis described in this paper was performed
on the common video streams. We extract required
information from network level traffic without any
need to decode the video stream. Although, the
proposed scheme is related to the video compression
and encoding theory, the proposed method and the
result is fully applicable to any type of video
streaming system, scenario and application. We focus
on the stream’s packet information which is available
in the transport level [8].
It is assumed that the video stream uses
UDP/RTP/RFC2250 [7] to transport the packets on the
network. RTP is one of the most common protocols in
transporting video streams. The RTP protocol
separates video and audio in two different parallel
streams and sends bidirectional feedbacks and
statistics to both sides of a connection [6]. In this
study, we use an RTP sequence number to find the lost
packets in streams and then calculate the effect of the
lost packets on the video quality with regard to the
video GOP frames awareness. RFC2250 [7] defines
RTP payload which carries important information of
the video stream. This RTP payload makes it possible
to extract the frame information such as the frame type
and the last packet of the each frame. The RTP and
mentioned payload information are shown in Fig. 1.
The main fields of a RTP packet are as following in
which the fields S, E and P are the most useful in our
proposed method:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

MBZ: Unused.
T: MPEG-2 specific header extension.
TR: Temporal-Reference.
AN: Active N bit for error resilience.
N: New picture header.
S: Sequence-header-present.
B: Beginning-of-slice.
E: End-of-slice (ES).
P: Picture-Type.
FBV: Full pel backward vector.
BFC: backward f code.
FFV: Full pel forward vector.
FFC: Forward f code.
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Figure 1. Real Time Protocol and RFC2250 header elements [6, 7]

RTP sequence number(S) field is used to detect
and count the number of the lost packets in a video
stream. Gap detection method counts how many
packets are lost in a video stream by calculating the
sequence number difference and the gap space
between them [5]. To calculate packet lost ratio based
on GOP, gap detection counts the number of the lost
packets from the start of each GOP up to the end.
Usually the numbers of lost packets are measured in
periods of time. However, in our proposed method, we
use the GOP length to evaluate the packet loss effect
by the end of each GOP. A GOP is a fixed set of
frames coming one after another in a specific order
inside a stream. This sequence of frames is repeated in
a video stream session. The first frame of each GOP is
an I-frame, which is intra-coded and against the error
propagation along the stream. I-frame plays a
reference frame`s role for each GOP in a compressed
video stream. These information are critical for
estimation and our proposed estimation based on the
frame worthiness which is derived from the GOP
structure and its capability in error propagation.
We also assumed random packet loss in the
network, that is difficult to evaluate and estimate
quality degradation in compare to burst lost.

Coastguard video stream. It has 23 packets in one
GOP consisting of 1 I-frame, 4 P-frames and 10 Bframes. Each of these frames occupies 5, 8 and 10
packets in a GOP respectively. In addition the sample
video stream has IBBPBBPBBPBBPBB GOP
structure which is a typical structure for video
compression for streaming over network (Fig. 2). This
information is obtained from video stream and used to
estimate the loss effect.
TABLE I.  COASTGUARD VIDEO STRUCTURAL INFORMATION

Frame type

Quantity

Packets

I

1

5

P

4

8

B

10

10

GOP packets = 23 packets
Equation (1) is proposed for Packet Loss Effect
estimation. This is a new approach which consists of
the probability of packet loss and their perceptual
effect on the video stream to obtain the quality
degradation. In this equation, P(I) is the probability
occurrence of I-frame, and obtained from dividing the
number of I-frame’s packets by the total number of the
GOP packets. P(P) and P(B) are the same as the P(I)
for frame types P and B. P(x) in Equation (2) is the
general equation which shows occurrence probability
of frame type x and must be calculated for all three
types of frames. Losspkt is the number of the lost
packets measured in a GOP.
݁(ݐ݇ݏݏܮ × )ܫ(ܧ × )ܫ(ܲ = )ݏݏܮ

III. PACKET LOSS EFFECT MEASUREMENT
In this section we introduce a metric called Packet
Loss Effect in order to study the impact of network
packet loss on the experienced video quality by the
receivers. Packet loss effect is a network level and
frame aware metric that estimates the destructive
effect of lost packets in a video stream. Equation (1)
suggests how Packet Loss Effect should be estimated
in a video stream based on the structure of the frames
and GOPs inside the stream which can be extracted
from the packets` payload. The required parameters
which must be calculated for each GOP are as
following:

ܲ(ܲ) ×     ݐ݇ݏݏܮ × )ܲ(ܧ
+ܲ( ݐ݇ݏݏܮ × )ܤ(ܧ × )ܤ
E(x) for a given frame type denotes the average
number of frames in the GOP that affected by loss of
frame type x (x= I, P and B). This value is calculated
according to Equation (2).

ܲ(= )ݔ

݂ݐ݇)ݔ(݁݉ܽݎ

ݐܱ݇ܲܩ

 ݐܱ݇ܲܩ: Total number of packets in the GOP

 ݕݐݍܫ = )ܫ(ܧ+ ܲݕݐݍ
+  ݕݐݍܤ

 ݐ݇݁݉ܽݎܨ: Number of packets of a "Frame" type

 = )ܤ(ܧ1

  

 ݕݐݍ݁݉ܽݎܨ: Quantity of each "Frame" type
GOP structure of any video stream is extracted
from the first correctly received GOP (without any
packet lost) with regards to the I-frame type. GOPpkt
shows the total number of packets in one GOP.
Framepkt shows the number of packets for a specific
frame type in the GOP and Frameqty shows the
quantity of a specific frame type in the GOP. For
example, Table I shows the structural information of

Since, frame type I is a reference frame for the
GOP, its loss affects all frames in the GOP. In
contrast, the loss of a frame type B has no any impact
on other frame except itself. Frames types P have only
impact on following frames in the frame dependency
graph (Fig. 2(b)). As can be seen in equation (1) by
multiplying frame occurrence probabilities P(x) by the
corresponding effect value E(x) and the number of lost
packets in the GOP, Packet Loss Effects of each frame
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type in a GOP is calculated. Aggregation of all the
values for each frame type gives the Packet Loss
Effect estimation, which is exactly the quality
reduction magnitude.

Although B-frames have the least value inside a
GOP in comparison to the other frame types, they are
very useful to reduce the bit rate of a video stream. Bframes are the smallest frame type in a GOP, but they
produce a high processing overhead and no other
frames depend on them. Since the loss of B-frames has
no impact on other frames, we set the effect value of
B-frames to one (Equation (2)).
Begin
sum = 0;
count = 1;
Bcount = false;
for i= sizeof(GOP) To 1

Figure 2.  A typical GOP structure (a) and related decoding
dependency graph (b)

According to the dependency graph of a GOP (Fig.
2(b)), I-frame is the most valuable frame type inside a
GOP and it carries the full data of the picture,
consequently any damage to I-frame affects all the
other frames of the GOP. Therefore, all the frame
types inside a GOP are strongly dependent on Iframes, while these frames are completely independent
of the others. In Fig. 2(b) all frames of a given GOP
directly or indirectly dependent on frame I. E(I)
introduces the effect of this type of frame by the total
number of I, P and B-frames due to the dependency
graph. Then P-Frames are the most important type of
video stream frames. Whenever a P-frame is lost, all
the next P-frames, next and previous adjacent Bframes will be affected. Therefore, any damage to each
P-frame makes a chain reaction to the next and some
of the previous frames which is strictly dependent on
P-frames’ positions in a GOP. Like I-Frame,
dependency graph in Fig. 2(b) shows each P-Frames`
dependent frames.
On the other hand, Fig. 3 visualizes how P-frames
affect video quality in one GOP. In this example, the
first P-frame affects 11 frames, the next P-frame
affects 8 frames and the last one affects 5 frames. As
mentioned before and can be seen in Fig. 2(b) any
packet loss damaging the first P-frame affects all the
next P-frames and adjacent B-frames. To obtain Pframe type effect E(P) on a GOP, average of the
effects of all individual P-frames inside the GOP is
considered.

Figure 3.  P-Frame Effect

The pseudo-code in Fig. 4 is used for calculating
the effect of P-frames on a GOP by traversing the
GOP structure from the last frame to the first frame
and counting all individual P-frames and the adjacent
B-frames.

if frame[i-1] != B
sum += count;
count++;
endfor
E(P) = sum / P-Quantity;
End
Figure 4.  P-frame effect algorithm pseudo-code

Although e(Loss) in Equation (1) reflects a good
attempt to show the effect of packet loss in a GOP,
Equation (3) illustrates how we need to incorporate
other information extracted from the GOP before it
can be applicable to video stream quality
measurement. To do so, we first need to normalize the
value of e(Loss) and then make it non-linear. The
normalization can be achieved by dividing e(Loss) by
the number of packets inside the GOP. The square root
of the division makes it non-linear and results in a
curve. Therefore, according to Equation (3), whenever
the number of packets lost in a GOP increases, its
destructive effect on video quality will accelerate.
݁()ݏݏܮ

 = ݐ݂݂ܿ݁ܧݏݏܮඨ
ݐܱ݇ܲܩ

  

Equation (3) is the final packet loss effect formula,
and it will be evaluated in the next section for different
situations and GOP structures. In comparison to the
simple packet loss measurement without any GOP
structure awareness, the proposed method is more
accurate and will shows a more accurate reflection of
video quality perceived by user. In addition, the
awareness of the frame types and GOP structure
makes it possible to measure and evaluate the effect of
the identical packets lost in different video stream
structures and understand the actual effect of each
packet on the video quality.
IV. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
In order to evaluate the proposed method to
analyze the effect of packet loss on video quality, we
first apply our method to a set of three video streams
with the same GOP structure but different GOP
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lengths. Then we apply the method to another set of
six video streams with the same GOP length but
different structures and frame orders. Ultimately, we
use three short sample videos such as Akiyo,
Coastguard and Football from a dataset and evaluate
them with Qt framework implemented software in the
emulation environment based on the CORE 1 network
emulator. Qt is a popular C++ multi-platform
development framework with huge number of features
and capabilities for rapid application development
[10]. CORE is a suitable GNU/Linux based tool for
network emulation which uses the para-virtualization
and network name services and is capable of
emulating hosts, routers and servers [9]. The evaluator
software runs in the predesigned emulation scenario
(Fig. 6) and captures all packets and only picks up
those relevant to the process and video quality
estimation.
Our proposed scheme has been implemented with
Qt 4.7.4 framework, which is a multi-platform
framework with brilliant capabilities for developers
[10]. We use Qt containers, C++ Polymorphism
technique and pcap library to develop the evaluator
software. Fig. 5 shows the Evaluator software
architecture which first captures packets from the
network then distributes packets to relevant classes for
processing, each classes are responsible for specific
protocol analysis and produce results respectively. For
instance, RTSP and RTP are the classes which are
responsible for the proposed method and produce
quality estimation data. Moreover, the Evaluator
software is completely open source and source code is
accessible for developers 2.

Figure 6.  CORE Emulator Scenario

To establish the video on demand server, VLC is
used as a VOD server and is configured to respond to
the requests for the three mentioned videos. On the
other side, MPlayer sends request to establish a new
video stream session and receives video packets which
some affect by random packet loss. As mentioned,
MPlayer saves the received video into a file for further
validation which will be described later.
Fig. 7 shows three graphs of the packet loss effect
on the quality of the three video streams. The graph`s
horizontal axis is the number of packets lost in the
GOP and the vertical axis illustrates the result of loss
effect. Each line shows the effect of packet loss by
considering a different GOP length. The non-linear
curve shapes of the graphs are due to the square root in
Equation (3). As it was explained before, these three
video streams have the same GOP structure but
different number of packets inside a GOP due to the
different frame size. In fact, these three video streams
have a similar GOP structure containing 1 I-frame, 6
P-frames, and 10 B-frames. However, one of the video
streams has 18 packets inside its GOP, the other 23
packets and the last one 35 packets inside their
corresponding GOP. More packets inside a GOP
means Lost Effect will grow more slowly.

Figure 5.  Diagram of Evaluator software

Fig. 6 illustrates the designed scenario which is
used in the CORE emulator. Node n1 is a VOD(Video
on Demand) server and node n6 is a customer who
requests a video stream from the video source. Node
n3 and n7 are used to generate continual background
traffic while random packet loss occurs at the physical
link between n4 and n5 which link produces 1, 2, 5
and 10 percent random packet error in different
experiments. The Evaluator software listens to the
network, captures the packets and processes the
payload at router n5 and estimates video quality while
packets are flowing. The RTP packets of each video
stream session are processed and the results save into a
log file for a further evaluation. Moreover, at the same
time the video stream receives at node n6 and content
saves into a file for further validation and comparison.
1
 Common Open Research Emulator
(http://cs.itd.nrl.navy.mil/work/core/)
2
 https://github.com/amandegar/evaluator

Figure 7.  Video loss effect impact (Packet loss per GOP)

In addition, Fig. 8 illustrates a different
presentation of the same data has shown in Fig. 7. The
figure presents the loss effect based on packet loss
ratio. As it can be seen, all samples almost follow each
other and this behavior shows the appropriate
estimation equation of packet loss impact on different
lengths of GOP. Video quality measurement needs an
equation which can estimate the packet loss impact
without considering the GOP length and the number of
packets in each GOP. Consequently, Fig. 8 presents
the unique behavior of the proposed equation at the
different GOP sizes.
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GOP

P-Effect

P-Quantity

e(Loss)

Sample 1
Sample 2
Sample 3
Sample 4
Sample 5
Sample 6

9.5
11.5
11
7.6
8.08
7.5

4
2
2
12
12
14

2.53
1.53
1.47
6.08
6.46
7

V.
Figure 8.  Video loss effect impact (Packet Loss Ratio)

Furthermore, six GOP samples with 15 packets in
each GOP are used for more evaluation. Table 2
shows the six sample GOP structures and their total
number of P-frames. Although, GOP samples 2, 3 and
4, 5 have the same number of P-frames, they have
different frames order inside their GOP. Hence, the
frames orders have an impact on the estimation
because each frame type and their combination have
different value and effect on the video stream.
TABLE II. 
Name

SAMPLE GOP

GOP

P-Quantity

Sample 1

IBBPBBPBBPBBPBBI

4

Sample 2

IBBBBPBBBBPBBBBI

2

Sample 3

IBBBBBPBBBBBPBBI

2

Sample 4

IPPPPBPPPPBPPPPI

12

Sample 5

IPPPPPPBPPPPPPBI

12

Sample 6

IPPPPPPPPPPPPPPI

14

Table 3 shows the results of applying our proposed
method to the sets of six video streams in order to
estimate the effect of packet loss on video quality.
Each row indicates the corresponding GOP sample to
which the method has been applied, the calculated PEffect value on the GOP, the number of P-frames in
the GOP and the value of e(Loss) for the GOP. It is
clear from the table that the decrease in the number of
P-Frames will results in an increase in Loss Effect. In
addition, any error occurrence in GOP with a lower
number of P-frames can make a bigger destructive
effect on P-Frames due to the interdependency of
frames. In case of P-Frame loss, more frames are
affected. Consequently, this is the reason for higher
value of P-Effect whenever there is less P-Frames in a
GOP. On the other hand, a lower number of P-Frame
reduces the probability of the lost occurrence. As the
result, the value of the Loss Effect is against the
number of P-frames. It can be observed in the results
of table 3 in samples like 1 and 6 which higher number
of the P-Frame produces lower value of P-Effect with
a higher value of Loss Effect. The proposed method
analyzes the effect of each frame type and its value
inside its GOP and produces a different result by
considering the frame order and neighboring. As
mentioned before, the results depend on how many
frames will be affected by damage which has
visualized in Fig. 2(b) as a dependency graph.
TABLE III. 

SAMPLE‘S GOP EVALUATION

RESULTS ANALYSIS

As mentioned before, three different short sample
videos have been evaluated and their results have been
saved into files. Results consist of the values of the
estimated video stream quality and received video
stream data at the end-node. To validate the results of
the experiments, the well-known and Full-Reference
objective method (SSIM 3[11]) is used and therefore, it
requires both original and received videos. SSIM
considers the structural similarities of pictures and
improves the results of the traditional methods such as
PSNR and MSE. It considers more parameters and
also image structure which other methods like PSNR
does not consider. The QPSNR software [13] is used
for validating the results of the video quality
estimation which is a multi-thread implementation of
the PSNR and SSIM methods.
Fig. 9 illustrates the results of the proposed method
and corresponding SSIM for all the three videos with 5
percent packet loss at the communication link. The
main purpose of this comparison is to realize
similarities between the results of both methods. As
mentioned, we need to compare the results of the
proposed method with a well-known method to proof
its correctness.
We did the same experiment for 10 percent packet
loss in the communication link and plotted the results
in Fig. 10. Same as the results in Fig. 9, the evaluated
measure by our proposed method shows very similar
behavior to that of SSIM method.

3
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Figure 9.  The proposed evaluator and SSIM (PER=5%)

Figure 10. The proposed evaluator and SSIM (PER=10%)
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In addition, Fig. 11 presents the results of different
evaluation scenario. In this examination, Coastguard
video (Medium dynamicity) quality is estimated for
various bitrates. The goal is to study the packet loss
effect on a video stream with different bitrates. Like
Fig. 9 and 10, Fig. 11 illustrates similar behavior in
video quality estimated by the proposed method and
SSIM.

As mentioned we used three videos Akiyo,
Coastguard and Football which streamed in the
emulated network and are evaluated by the proposed
metrics. Table 4 is the outcomes of C.V.`s RMSE
based on the results.
TABLE IV. 

PER

Akiyo

Coastguard

Football

1%

0.00139938
0.0534977
0.0126089
0.0816338

0.00275618
0.0473584
0.0639604
0.0540812

0.0526343
0.0435976
0.102745
0.0627408

2%
5%
10%

Figure 11. The proposed evaluator and SSIM results for different
bitrate(Coastguard with PER=5%)

Since the analysis provides positive results, then a
quantitative analysis is conducted to calculate the
accuracy and mathematical validation [14]. Along the
goal, Root Mean Square Estimation (RMSE) is used to
measure the variance between the actual and predicted
values. Similarly, the objective is to compare the
experiment and SSIM results to demonstrate the
similar behavior and accuracy with numerical.
The main challenge in analyzing the data and
comparing the two sets of the results is that the units
of the quality assessment in SSIM and the estimation
are different. To resolve this problem, the coefficient
of variation is calculated for both, hence both category
of data are normalized into the same domain to
provide uniformity in the comparison and evaluation
phase.
Equation 4 is a coefficient of variation formula
which obtained from dividing the deviation value by
the average value. Coefficient of variation provides
appropriate values for calculating the margin of error
and correlation value.
ߪ

c. v. =    
ߤ

On the other hand, RMSE is a popular method that
is used to calculate the error between two sets of data
and thus it is applied here to the evaluator and SSIM
results to demonstrate accuracy. To calculate C.V. for
each received frames, we consider the experiment’s
and SSIM results from the first GOP and determine
the differences and errors with equation 5. This is the
residual and typical error of model fitting [15].
2

n

σ ൫x െx ൯
RMSE(x1 , x2 ) = ට i =1 1,i 2,i   
n

TABLE IV. RMSE OF COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION
(SSIM VS. EVALUATOR

First column is the packet error rates in the
communication link and the next columns present the
RMSE`s resulted from streaming different video
sequences. As we can see in this table, the results
show more similarity between the results of the
proposed method and SSIM.
Moreover, Table 5 presents the C.V.`s RMSE for
Coastguard sequence with different bitrates and %5
packet error rate. . As the results in this table shows,
the accuracy is of the proposed method is suitable for
different bitrates.
TABLE V. COASTGUARD - PER=5%

Bitrate

C.V`s RMSE

50k

0.0615154

100k

0.0266851

200k

0.0648231

300k

0.0610942

In summary, the proposed method is a NoReference method with low processing overhead and it
has the same estimation behavior as SSIM. The
experimental results show and validate the correctness
of our proposed method. The proposed method has
some preferences over the other methods. For
example, it is capable of producing real time results
and does not need the original video. Therefore, it is
suitable for real time monitoring multiple sessions. Its
results are completely based on the network level
information and processing only the transport layer
data without decoding video bit streams. Hence, this
method can be very useful for quality assessment of
video streams transported through a service provider
network.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we studied the effect of packet loss
on video stream quality and proposed a No-Reference
and efficient method for video streaming quality
assessment. This method has low processing overhead
to estimate the packet loss effect by incorporating
some new features that are extracted from video traffic
in transport layer. It is more suitable for video service
providers and also network operators to realize the
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effect of the network faults and congestion on the user
perception. This approach is important for
measurement of Quality of Experience, based on the
network level measurement without any requirement
to decode the video bit-stream.

[15] M. Khamkong, “Goodness of Fit Test for Poisson
Distribution based on Higher Moment”, The 11th Statistics
and Applied Statistics Conference, 2010.

Although our experiments shows the efficiency of
the proposed method for estimation video quality by
network level information, there are still some other
issues remain to be considered, such as the complex
pattern of loss and additional artifact for more
accuracy. Our future work presents a combination of
Loss Effect and another metric to increase the
accuracy of video quality estimation. We are working
on another metric to account the effects of pictures`
motion. At the same packet lost condition on different
sessions, various video motions have diverse effects
on the end-user perception which is the goal of our
future study.
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